


Achieve Clubs
Who are we?

Why create Achieve Clubs?

What will the group involve?
Why use technology
Technology led sessions
Tutor led sessions

What parents children think of us?

How much will it cost?

Who should join the Club?

What to do if you want to join?



Caroline Batman – Responsible for technology

Learning Technology Consultant

Trains teachers, tutors and teens to transform learning through technology.

Facilitates workshops to empower parents of children with SpLD

Runs many successful IT groups for children.

Anita Hill  - Responsible for tutor sessions and admin / invoicing

Teacher 

11+ Tutor

Runs an 11+ Tutoring company

Qualified Dyslexia Teacher
SpLD (Specific Learning difficulties)

Who created the programme?



Caroline

Amelia 17, George 15, Everlyn 12

(all dyslexic)

Anita & Tim

Josh 17 (dyslexic), Alicia 19



From ‘Satisfactory’ to GCSE A*

Photo of actual GCSE Results



Year 6 Report - Detail
Amelia has been a contradiction in English this year. She makes it very clear that she does not 

enjoy the subject and that she dislikes reading, but she enthusiastically contributes to class 

discussions and orally has some very imaginative ideas.  This Attitude combined with her 

tendency to lose focus during independent work has meant that her progress has not been 

very consistent.  

Amelia’s progress in comprehension has been erratic.  While she has benefited from being in 

a smaller group and having additional time to complete her work, she still has a tendency to 

lose concentration and run out of energy.  

Amelia has a good vocabulary and I am often impressed by her adventurous work choices 

but her spelling knowledge is not strong and is based on having heard words rather than 

seeing them written down.  

She works hard to learn her weekly spellings and performs well in weekly test.  She 
now need sot apply these to her independent writing.

Amelia has a good imagination which allows her to write imaginative and creating 
stories.  On occasions the ideas she has in her hear do not translate onto paper, 
meaning that her writing can be confusing and rather disjointed.    



Why create Achieve Clubs?



Why create Achieve Clubs?
If children who struggle with literacy (sometimes 
dyslexic) are unsupported it can lead to 

Underachievement  
Low self esteem and self worth 
Reduced life chances 

Approached by parents of bright dyslexic kids who 
were not achieving at school just before GCSE’s

Pressure of homework, no time.
Got into bad habits that were hard to undo.
Stressful introducing new skill when already struggling. 



Regular school 
Designed for literate students (non dyslexics) to thrive. For 
others to reach their full potential they need additional 
support

Rarely provides the additional support required to achieve 
their full potential in formal exams.

Can have a detrimental impact on self esteem that can further 
negatively impact learning.

“If a child can’t learn the way we teach, maybe
we should teach the way they learn.”

Ignacio ‘Nacho’ Estrada
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Learn to Read

Read to Learn

School
Children spend 14 years in school.

Importance of reading at school



Performance Gap Spiral
Poor literacy 

Compare to
Peers

Low self 
esteem

Anxiety  

Impacts 
Memory &
Organisation



Formal exams
Dyslexics

Are at a disadvantage in our formal exams 
system. 
Often excel in the real world (and higher 
education)

Exams
A necessary evil to open doors.
With the right support dyslexics can succeed.
Need to start preparing early.



Ex
am

s

Last month

Past papers

Years 10 & 11

GCSE Preparation

Attend lessons
Take notes
Complete course work 
Create Revision notes
Learn / Revise
Past papers
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4. Past papers
3. Learn

Years 10 & 11

2. Create Revision notes1. Complete course work

What else impacts on a students grades?

Access Arrangements
Great revision notes
Ability to read quickly and accurately 
Improve Spelling and Grammar (SPAG mark)
Able to memorise

Improve Working memory
Teach how to learn facts

Legible quick handwriting
Efficient touch typing
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Last month

4. Past papers
3. Learn

Years 10 & 11

2. Create Revision notes1. Complete course work

Once GCSE’s start students are busy

Hard to find the time to learn anything else
Great revision notes
Ability to read quickly and accurately 
Improve Spelling and Grammar (SPAG mark)
Able to memorise

Improve Working memory
Teach how to learn facts

Legible quick handwriting
Efficient touch typing



Why create Elevate Clubs?
We have first hand experience of the real world.

Hard to accommodate specific learning needs in large class.

Not ideal  for children to be pulled out of lessons.

Children strongly resist working with parents at home.

Hope children will ‘catch up’.

Intelligence being measured by literacy causes children lose confidence 
and expecting to fail.

Reach secondary school with some basic building blocks missing.  

Disadvantaged across the whole curriculum (accessed through reading)

Need to work on basic skills when the pressure of work has increased



Why its good to start early

Jite
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HUGE generalisation but illustrate the point



What will the Club involve?



What do Clubs look like?



Tutor led class - Primary
Motor Skills

Motivate writing

Sentence construction

Descriptive writing

Story plans

Linking paragraphs

Past tense

Thinking Skills

Punctuation

Reading Accuracy

Dictionary Skills

Comprehension



Level 3 support teacher SpLD (specific learning 
difficulties)

Level 5 Specialist teacher SpLD

mother of a dyslexic child

Experienced TA/LSA and Tutor supporting children with 
difficulties in literacy

Level 3 Certificate, City & Guilds Supporting Teaching and 
Learning in Schools

Advanced Dyslexia, LBRUT Children’s Workforce 
Development

Who will deliver the program?

Juliet Clark

Katy Hunter



Why use technology?



Why use technology to learn to read?
Specific (start with individual assessment)

Immediate feedback /Correction Adaptive

Personal (Repetition without shame)

A variety of sensory input

Fun (age appropriate)

Frees up parents / staff

Cost effective Afford DAILY input 

Mobile & Flexible 

Reporting 

Automates & simplifies tasks



Technology led class - Primary
Phonics

Reading

Spelling

Phonological awareness

Eye Convergence

Learning (dyslexia) Screen

Typing

Telling the time

Times tables

Working Memory



Why do dyslexia screening?
Identify strengths and weaknesses

Find solutions to help develop weaknesses

Gives a baseline against which to measure progress

Easy for students to understand
Increase awareness 
Equip to self advocate.



Technology enables us to 
personalise the learning experience



NESSY ‘Learning happens when its fun’

Phonics based learning program founded upon the principals of Orton Gillingham and influenced by 
the highly-respected Hickey and Hornsby (Alpha to Omega) programs.



Engaging Eyes



Goal – Children want to attend
To help this:

Call teachers by first names
Picnics
Breaks
Watch inspirational videos
Biscuits
Give sweets for good behaviour
Allocate ‘big’ friends

Despite this children sometimes don’t want to come.
Let us know when there are issues
Be creative in making it attractive.



Partnership with parents
Not a cure all

Continuing to play / work from home is critical.

Communicate with:
Progress sheets, 
Emails
Set phone times



Who is the club for?

Anyone who is struggling with 
literacy at school



What people say about us



I was unsure whether to book my daughter, Tilly, onto 
the Elevate course at Hinchley Wood School as she 
hates homework or the thought of extra school 
lessons and was very keen to make the most of her 
precious Friday afternoons. She immediately loved 
the course, however, and is keen to do the practice at 
home. The teachers are very helpful and keen to set 
work specific to her needs. Tilly's description of the 
course is 'a lot of fun and useful'.

Mother of Tilly (Year 9)



What people say about us

Mother of Year 7 Girl

“I wish we'd had this opportunity earlier. My daughter really enjoys the 
sessions and is even happy to do extra work at home. “

“My son (aged 9) has been attending the Learning Support Group.   I am 

stunned by the fact that he is happy to do continue the programme at home. 

In the past he's had little ability and even less desire to persevere with 

anything learning-wise. He has defaulted to believing he can't do it and 

therefore sets himself up to fail before he even begins. This programme, 

however, seems to have captivated him! I'm in awe and believe I can see 

improvement with his reading already.

Mother of Year 6 Boy



How much will it cost?
£30 a week for the session

£15 or blind keyboard and emergency headphones

Software costs vary
Typing £30 or free
Dyslexia Quest £12 pa
Nessy Reading & Spelling
Nessy Numbers
Cognifit
Engaging Eyes
Fluency Builder
Spelling Tutor

BUDGET on £25 per half term, but could be less

Products used depend on the need of the child.  

We pass on economies of scale






